APPLICATION NOTES

RESONANCE INSPECTION
Background
Our Application department was presented with carbon fiber
laminate samples to determine the ability of our Raptor Flaw
detector to resolve FOD, voids, and delaminations. These samples
came in two different ply types and a variety of shapes and sizes.
The acoustic properties of the composite materials were not
conducive to flaw detection using traditional UT solutions and the
difficulty in obtaining reliable information prompted testing with
the Bondascope 3100.
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Equipment

Raptor Flaw Detector with a D11 10MHz delay line probe
Spike or Square tunable wave pulser
0.5 MHz - 30 MHz receiver
8 damping levels 25-375Ohms
10 Hz - 5000Hz PRF for high-speed scanning
Sun readable full VGA display 640 x 480
8 hours of battery autonomy
DAC/TGC incl. JIS, ASME, ASME-3 compliance
Shear mode for flat or curved surfaces (CSC)
AWS calculations as per D1.1/1.5 code
Imaging view: B/C scan, spreadsheet, 3D, histogram
SplitScan view: Display A-Trace and B or C-scan
2GB built-in and 2GB external/removable storage
Windows based RAPWIN software for post-processing
Quick and direct access to submenus with F1-8 keys
Rugged aluminum case with rubber end caps

Bondascope 3100 Bond Tester with L3250 and L3370
resonance probes
Standard package includes instrument, Pelican
style shipping case, manual, battery, and AC
charger
Resonance, Pitch-catch, and Mechanical
Impedance modes
Auto-probe recognition and probe library
RF Impedance plane display mode
Time encoded bond profile display mode
Reference display mode
Alarm modes: Amplitude, Phase: Rectangular,
elliptical or circular- shaped ring gates
High-speed swept frequency
Individually sizable ring gates with alarms
Split-scan and Split-view
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APPLICATION NOTES
Technical Outline / Procedure
Starting with the Raptor on the test object, the back echo is
present, but the ringdown from the interface echo is significant.
The Raptor must be tuned for each sample, as using the same
tuning settings for both test objects makes it impossible to
effectively resolve the back echo. Tuning for each sample is not
only prohibitively time consuming, but the margin of error also
increases.

Utilizing the Bondascope 3100 on these test objects yielded much better results. Nulling on a good flat section of the
sample created a solid baseline to compare with flawed sections of the sample. The ridge of the curved section of
the test object has areas of delamination. Using resonance instead of traditional UT provided a stronger indication of
the flawed area.
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In comparing traditional UT with Resonance inspection in this application, the benefits of resonance for inspecting
composite parts are significant. Resonance inspection not only improves upon UT with detecting similar flaws in this
and related applications, it can also reveal flaws and imperfections that are otherwise difficult or impossible to
detect with conventional UT due to the complex material characteristics. Therefore, the best solution for detecting
FOD, voids, delaminations, and other flaws in these cases is the Bondascope 3100, paired with a selection of
resonance probes

Please contact us at NDTSALES@NDTSYSTEMS.COM for information on similar applications and solutions.
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